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Editorial
Merry Christmas to all SAM members, their family and friends.
Also, to all our supporters wherever you live and wherever you
ride, seasons greetings from everyone in the SAM Club.

Back to my pet hate, electric scooters. To the list of dangerous
vehicles, ridden by untrained, untested, uninsured and untaxed
owners, we must add the electric unicycle. Even at £2,000 -
£3,000 the electric unicycle, capable of speeds up to 60mph,
these machines will find customers wanting to emulate the crazy
stunts currently being widely shown on social media platforms.
Silent when moving it's another serious hazard for bikers and
other road users to avoid. Watch here A better development is
the electric, off-road, bike that becomes a ski bike when the snow
arrives. It would certainly make winter travel  easier in
Derbyshire and Yorkshire.

Talking about winter riding we've got some more safe riding tips.
It's always really good to get different perspectives on safer
riding and adapt your knowledge and skill set to suit conditions
wherever you ride. There's also an ultimate guide to riding in
ULEZ zones(city and urban ultra-low emission zones). Keeping
our riding theme going, how much do you understand about oil
and fuel consumption. It's amazing how we pay little attention to
these essentials to riding - until something goes wrong!

Bikers like to talk. Meet up with any group of bikers and however
many there are, just double the number of opinions, on any
subject, that you are likely to hear. That's why it's hats off to
Police Scotland, Edinburgh City Council, local businesses and
members of the Scottish Parliament to meet with MAG
representatives and other bikers to discuss bike thefts. Last year,
this serious bike theft problem prompted Police Scotland to
instigate Operation Soteria. It resulted in 36 arrests, 185 criminal
charges and the recovery of 131 bikes. When was the last time,
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as a biker, any government official, asked your opinion on a
bike-related problem? Asking ordinary bikers for their opinions
might be a somewhat challenging task, but they can often come
up with very practical solutions, not visible to those who are far
away from powered two wheels and tarmac. Just a thought.

Our first biking adventurer this week set off from Berlin on a Zero
SR/F. His girlfriend is driving the support van, so they will have
some interesting tales to tell. But the pair will have to watch their
speeds in Austria. The government, in pursuit of protecting the
climate, is proposing to bring in a law to seize and resell any
vehicle that exceeds the speed limit. I wonder if that will include
motorised unicycles? Also hitting the open road on a bike is a
biker following the heritage trail of his ancestors, sea to shining
sea.

Finally, I love art and particularly the art of motorcycles. It was a
great pleasure to discover the Motor Cycle Arts Foundation. This
non-profit organisation is dedicated to the creation, preservation
and distribution of motorcycle arts. Now, if you can't get to New
York to see the exhibitions you can see them online with millions
of other like-minded voyeurs of two-wheeled eye candy. Merry
Christmas and happy reading.
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Peter Serhatlic Funeral Arrangements

Former inspector Peter Serhatlic, 63 years, passed away suddenly
on 11 December 2022. Peter served in Doncaster and Traffic.
After leaving South Yorkshire Police, Peter joined IAM RoadSmart
as a Regional Area Manager. He helped to steer local IAM
affiliated groups through the many changes to advanced rider
training. He always gave his honest opinion and encouraged SAM
and other groups to develop their training approaches. He always
recognised and supported the SAM Club’s independent charitable
status, helping us to become the successful Club we are today.

Peter’s funeral will take place at 9.30am on Friday 6 January
2023 at St, John’s Church, Mexborough. Then to Mexborough
cemetery for burial and afterwards at Rotherham golf club. SAM
members aren’t needed for a motorcycle escort.

Rest in Peace

Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
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sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website.

Paul Conway
Editor & Webmaster, Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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Biking News Online
How Much Money Could You Save on Travel
Costs by Using a Motorized Unicycle? This
depends on how often you are going to use your
motorized unicycle and what you’re going to use
it for. Ultimately, motorized unicycles are
powered by electricity, which is not only a

greener way to travel but also a lot cheaper than gas. With this in
mind, let’s do a quick bit of math to work out how much money
you could save by travelling on an electric unicycle. Generally
speaking, motorized unicycles tend to take about 5 hours to fully
charge and have an average rolling distance of 30 miles. The
average price people in the U.S. Read more

5 reasons you shouldn’t write off
electric motorcycles just yet. Hear
that? The low hum of tyres on
tarmac and a whirring belt is the
unassuming sound of the electric
revolution in motorcycling, and it’s
gathering pace. Yep, brace
yourselves, because we’re about to broach a topic that never fails
to provoke debate in biking circles. Sure, some people love their
electric motorcycles. But for those raised on a diet of Castrol and
two-stroke smoke, the prospect of a motorcycle powered by a
silent motor is sacrilege. Read more

RST X Kevlar Tech Pro jeans review
| AAA-rated motorcycle jeans As the
first major motorcycle clothing brand
to certify all its motorcycle riding kit
under the PPE regulations that came
into force in April 2018, it’s no
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surprise to find RST offering AAA-rated jeans. Here at BikeSocial
we only recommend jeans that meet this standard as there’s such
a wide choice now available at excellent price points; there really
is no reason to settle for anything less. I’ve been wearing the RST
X Kevlar Tech Pro jeans on a BMW S1000XR, a Honda MSX125
and a Kawasaki ZX-6R to find out what makes them different to
the other jeans on the market…Read more

Best motorcycle oil | Fully /
semi-synthetic, weights, API and more
explained. “What’s the best oil for my
engine?” It’s a question asked by many
and answered by even more (though
rarely accurately). To really understand
how to choose the right lubricant for your motorcycle (or car),
you need to understand how oil is made, and what the ratings –
like JASO and API – actually mean. BikeSocial spoke to Martin
Wabnegger from Motorex, at the factory in Langenthal,
Switzerland. And we didn’t stop until he’d answered every last
one of our questions. Read more

Winter riding – tips to keep you
safe and warm. Should I ride in
winter? Don't be a hero. If the
roads outside are genuinely
dangerous and you have the
option to stay home or take the
car… do it. Snow, ice, and

freezing fog are horrible to ride in and anyone who says otherwise
is a liar. Strong winds are easier than you might think to survive
with some practice, cold winter rain is
unpleasant-but-manageable. It’s your choice, be smart.
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How do I prepare myself for winter riding? The most important
thing is to fuel yourself - you wouldn’t ride your bike on empty, so
why expect your brain and body to perform at its best on empty?
We all remember the advert with the glowing child who had had
his Ready-Brek (other cereals are available), so take a leaf out his
book and have a hot breakfast if you can. It doesn't have to be a
greasy fry-up, muesli in hot milk is filling, full of slow-release
energy and ready in two minutes if you have a microwave. At the
very least have a hot sweet drink before you leave. Read more

The ultimate guide to ULEZ for
motorcycles The Ultra Low
Emission Zone (ULEZ) in
Central London was established
in April 2019. If a vehicle enters
the ULEZ and does not meet
the required emissions
standards, a £12.50 fee will be
charged to the driver. Although the ULEZ affects all vehicle types,
from mopeds to minibuses, this guide will help you understand
the… Read more »

Motorcycle Fuel
Consumption. Why don’t
motorcycles get better gas
mileage? When gasoline
prices are up it’s
embarrassing to see that
various autos capable of

carrying five people may deliver fuel economy superior to that of
some heavy or high-performance motorcycles. One reason why is
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that motorcycles are often geared to cruise at fairly high engine
rpm, and that generates serious friction loss. Another reason is
that motorcycle aerodynamic drag remains high. Read more

Edinburgh takes major step to
tackle bike theft. A roundtable
meeting has taken place in
Holyrood to discuss the issue of
motorcycle theft in Edinburgh.
The summit was attended by
Motorcycle Action Group (MAG)
representatives, Police Scotland,
the city council, local business
and members of the Scottish Parliament. Edinburgh has been the
setting of a wave of high-profile motorcycle thefts this year,
prompting Operation Soteria – a police initiative between June
and September that resulted in 36 arrests, 185 charges for a
variety of offences, and the recovery of 131 bikes, with a total
value in excess of £600,000. “We as a biking community are
extremely pleased to have the opportunity to help reduce the
numbers of riders experiencing the heartache and financial pain
of being a victim of theft,” said local MAG member Olly Bassi who
was instrumental in making the meeting happen. Read more

New year, new job? Become a
motorcycle road tester! We’re on
the hunt for a new Road Tester to
join MCN’s crack team – riding and
writing about the latest and
greatest motorcycles for our
passionate and dedicated
readership. You’ll be putting your

riding skills and in-depth biking knowledge to the test in this
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full-time position, crafting group tests, features, and attending
new model launches – sampling the latest machinery before
anyone else. Guiding you along will be our vastly experienced
Chief Road Tester, Michael Neeves, who has been at the forefront
of motorcycle journalism for two decades. “When I joined MCN 20
years ago it was life changing,” he said. “I went from loving bikes
to reviewing them for a living. It was a dream come true and still
is after all these years. Time has flown. Read more

This Guy's Round-The-World
Zero SR/F Journey Just
Kicked Off In Berlin. He's got
a new battery, heated gloves,
and his girlfriend's driving a
support vehicle. Brilliant. It’s
almost the end of 2022, and
how is Marc Travels’ trip
around the world on his Zero SR/F going? The previous journey
was a test run, travelling through a handful of European countries
as a bit of an informal feasibility study. Now that it’s almost the
end of December, Marc is starting his round-the-world trip in
earnest—and he and his girlfriend Maree are all in. The pair were
based in Berlin, Germany, but have committed so fully to this
round-the-world adventure that they’ve officially moved all their
things out of the apartment where they were living. While Marc
will be riding his Zero SR/F, Maree is going along in her Suzuki
Jimny, both as a companion and as a support vehicle. Read more
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Overspeeding Motorists In
Austria Could Get Their
Cars Sold By The State

In the interest of safety,
the Austrian government
could impose the
confiscation and auction of
speeding motorists’

vehicles. It looks like motorists could face some strict penalties
for overspeeding in Austria. The minister for Climate Protection,
Environment, Energy, Mobility, Innovation, and Technology,
Leonore Gewessler, has publicly advanced the proposal to impose
stricter penalties for motorists that excessively exceed speed
limits. The story comes from ANSA, and was later picked up by
Moto.it. The legislation has not yet passed, but could see
enactment in the near future. Speed limits in Austrian cities are
reported to be 50 kilometres per hour, or about 31 miles per hour,
while the motorway limit in the country is stated to be 130
kilometres per hour or about 80 miles per hour. Read more

Chasing My Heritage on a
Cross-Country Motorcycle
Trip. As motorcyclists, we
feel drawn to the open road.
As Americans, we want to
take in as much of what our
country has to offer as we
can. And as human beings –
especially if we’re of a certain age – we want to see our family
and friends face-to-face, to hug them and shake their hands and
hear and tell stories new and old. Phone calls and texts help us
stay in touch, but they are a poor substitute for the real deal. I
decided to check all the boxes with a cross-country motorcycle
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trip. I live in Southern California, and I have family and friends all
over this great nation, from sea to shining sea. I’ve ridden
cross-country many times before, but I was overdue for a special
lap around America, one where I could see the sights and visit
the important people in my life without a strict agenda or
schedule. When I opened a Dove chocolate and saw the advice
“Live every day with no regrets, it’ll be worth it” inside the
wrapper, it felt like a calling. I packed my gear and headed east.
Read more

CANADIAN ELECTRIC
MOTORCYCLE CAN SWAP ITS
WHEELS FOR SKIS. An electric
motorcycle has been announced
by the Canadian manufacturer
Daymak which allows the rider
to swap between wheels and
skis. The Canadian
manufacturer, Daymak, has

announced a new electric motorcycle which combines multiple
modes of transport. Canada is a relatively rural country and being
both rural and globally northern it also tends to see its fair share
of snow. Traction therefore becomes an issue for vehicles, and
even off-road focused motorcycles can struggle when it gets
deep. As a result, skis and tracks become more beneficial in the
winter, but usually this means needing a second vehicle. Read
more
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Motor Cycle Arts Foundation (MAF) is the world’s largest
501(c)(3) non-profit dedicated to the creation, preservation, and
distribution of motorcycle arts.

Based in New York City, and operating programs and projects
worldwide, MAF champions the cultural importance of motorcycles
and the impact they have had on various art-forms around the
world.

Since 2016, MAF’s public and private programs, exhibitions, and
events have been visited in person by over 1 million guests. Our
virtual programs, online exhibitions, publishing platforms, and
social platforms have over 760 million likes, views, comments,
shares, and media impressions worldwide in over 35 languages.

Read more
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SAM Meetings

SAM Club Saturday Meetings, Meadowhall Retail Park
9am every Saturday throughout the year.

Come and join us - you know you want to ride!

Next SAM Club night: CHRISTMAS
PARTY!! 5th December 2022
meet at 7.30pm for an 8pm
start at Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham
S60 5PW, UK

Always carry your FREE Biker I.C.E.
Card. It gives emergency services staff
vital information about the right
treatment for you, should you be
involved in an accident. Don’t forget to

update it if your health and/or social circumstances change. SAM
Club - dedicated to helping YOU to be a safer rider.
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SAM Club’s Advanced Motorcycle Test Passes

Petr Selfert (First Pass)

Observer - Fran Thompson

Denny Luke (Pass)

Observer - Steve Bennett
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Sue Purnell (Pass)

Observer - Andy Frith

Neil Trench (Pass)

Observer - Steve Harper
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John Horsefield (Pass)

Observer - Matt Lee

Our latest Observer - Matt Lee
Receives his certificate from Chairman Steve Brown

November’s SAM club night saw more green badge passes.
16 Green Badge passes this year!

Let’s give a big hand to our latest
Observer and advanced rider test passes!!
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SAM Members FREE Spring Breakfast
15th April 2023 → 9.00am – 10.15am

The Moorlands Baslow Road, Owler bar Sheffield S17 3BQ
ALL SAM members, family and friends are welcome to join us.
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Whiteknights Blood Bikers
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood Bikes would like to hear from

people who are able to become volunteer
fundraisers for this vital charity that
benefits patients in Yorkshire.

Please get In touch. Even if you can only
spare an hour to volunteer for us - we
really need people to help us. Hope to
hear from you soon.

Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk

Thanks to everyone who came to the
Christmas party and to PADI for
donating the raffle prize. We raised
£100 for the White Knight Yorkshire
blood bikes.
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South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership
#P2WLayerUP - Think about your
riding gear over the winter months, be
prepared for any conditions and layer
UP!

Who is at home waiting for you this
#christmas? Make a plan to get home
safe. Don't take drugs or drink and
drive. #barnsley #doncaster #sheffield
#rotherham ##dogsofınstagram
#christmasdogs

#P2WLayerUP - If you're off escaping
the crimbo shopping this weekend,
remember to layer UP and avoid that
winter chill factor on your scooter or
motorbike.
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Heading out for lunch with friends?

There's no way of knowing how much
alcohol will put you over the limit.

It all depends on your weight, how
much you've eaten etc - better to be
safe than sorry.

Leave the car at home this
#Christmas Find out more

Gear Up 4 Charity – we told you last time
about a project we were developing as a
joint venture with a local charity, where
riders donate their old or unwanted riding
gear to the charity and items can then be
sold at a reduced cost to young riders via
the charity’s online site. It’s a win-win-win;
helping riders to offload their unwanted
gear, providing much needed funds for good

causes and enabling young riders to get gear at an affordable
price. Unfortunately as the project was nearing final completion,
the charity we had been working with - Bluebell Wood - took the
reluctant decision to close their retail outlets, which unfortunately
led to the project falling at the final hurdle. Other charities have
since been considered, but as yet none have the right fit. We’re
continuing to look for a suitable charity to work with on this
project.
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BetheBest – we have created a generic logo to
encourage all riders to take additional training
in one format or another; such as IAM,
BikeSafe or ERS. The new logo and #BetheBest
tagline has been printed on promotional snoods
to promote the campaign (available at SAM
Club Nights). The snoods have been produced
in a series of different motorbike brand colours,
(Red, Orange, Green and Blue), to test if this approach is more
appealing to riders.

Kevin Williams

For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
between a motorcycle and another
vehicle happens when the motorcyclist
has right-of-way and another driver
turns into the rider’s path. All the way
back in 1977, US researcher Harry

Hurt stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…  Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.
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LAST WEEK’S ROUND-UP

*** TIPS ON TUESDAY *** Learner
Lessons Pt 4 - Roundabouts, bends and
fuel spills This current mini-series has been
considering positioning, and particularly why it
is that when deciding just where to ride, we
need to think about the impact of the road

surface far more than we would in a self-balancing...Read more

*** ELEVENSES *** Elevenses
296 Wed 14 December -
motorcycle news, tips & views

in today's show... DVSA may
launch motorcycle licencing
review... parliamentary group wins
road safety award for work on
e-stepscooters... e-scooter sounds go on test this month... Indian
recalls almost 8000 bikes over...Read more

*** COMMENT *** DVSA working groups
could review motorcycle licences. Firmly in
the 'about time too' category is news that a
new DVSA strategy group may finally be
undertaking a motorcycle licencing review may
come soon.Even before the current licencing
system for motorcycles came into
operation...Read more
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*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY ***
How fast is too fast? 3 - riding on
twisty roads. I love riding tight and
twisty roads. You know, the sort where
almost as soon as the bike has reached
a decent speed having exited one bend,
we're braking and losing that speed
again in order to set ourselves up for the...Read more

*** ELEVENSES *** Elevenses
297 Sun 18 December -
motorcycle news, tips & views.
in today's show... Anne Sacoolas
fallout as Labour question
government failings... 40% of
broken down vehicles missed by

smart motorway cameras... but drivers of self-driving cars to be
allowed to watch films on motor...Read more

*** COMMENT *** Where
next with e-step scooters? If
you've been following Elevenses
over the last thirty-plus months,
you'll know I've been featuring
reports on e-step scooters. I'm
referring to them as step scooters
to distinguish between the traditional powered scooter like
Vespas, and the electric...Read more
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IAM RoadSmart News
Motorists warned as strike disruption
and severe weather creates
‘life-threatening’ risks on the road

As staff from National Highways are
preparing to strike, and Britain is
plunged into severe weather

conditions, the UK’s leading independent road safety charity, IAM
RoadSmart, is warning motorists to take extra care during the
disruption. More information

Losing your confidence through illness

Since passing my driving test at 17
years old I would happily drive
anywhere. Distance never concerned
me because I felt confident in my
ability. More information

Did you miss our big festive thank
you campaign? Don’t worry! You can
still enter our game to win a £50
Amazon gift card, read useful hints
and tips and find out more about our
Christmas must-have gifts for drivers
and riders here
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On her third outing with Bury and
Rochdale Advanced Motorists -
BRAM, Usernamekate gets to grips
with the volume of information that
Advanced riders process on every
journey, using it to maintain that
all-important ‘safety bubble’. Watch
the latest video to hear her thoughts

Another interesting one
from Kate. Don't over stress
with the navigation, that's
the Observer's

responsibility. If you miss a turn they know their routes well
enough to make adjustments on the fly ... and you may never
know. I normally try to lead my associates across complex
roundabouts or into a stopping place so there's no confusion.
Good to hear her analysing her own riding. THAT is what starts to
make you a better rider, when you can recognise when you could
have done something better. Interesting that she has a different
Observer each time. My group allocates you to one specific
Observer. Looking forward to the next one. Motorcycle rear
observation.

Want to become a better
rider? Our Advanced Riding
Course can help. The roads
can be a dangerous place,
even for the most alert and
cautious riders. While you can
never be 100% safe,
becoming an advanced rider
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will equip you with the skills to correctly anticipate, and plan for,
the hazards you encounter on your rides. Find out more

SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Stay healthy and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152

Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist
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If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.

Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 25th January 2023
● Next SAM Club Night: 6th February 2023 meet at

7.30pm for an 8pm start Treeton Miners Welfare,
Arundel St, Treeton, Rotherham S60 5PW, UK
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● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT
getting SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then
send a request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are

you making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested
in biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to
be an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education and training in advanced
motorcycle riding skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness and
understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skills
required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the Institute
of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with statutory
and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information and
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education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain, quality
assured, national standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide
ongoing guidance and support to prepare motorcyclists for the UK,
nationally recognised, advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely
with other charitable groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support
public events, NHS dispatch rider services and many other socially
responsible activities. SAM provides an essential public service in
encouraging, promoting and marketing improved safety on public roads in
the UK and internationally through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very
active social events programme that encourages its members, family,
friends and the public, to both support the charity's socially responsible
objectives and enjoy the camaraderie and support provided by our
advanced motorcycling club.
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